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e Diego de la Vega Coﬀee Co-op
oﬀers organic coﬀee sourced locally
in Chiapas from Zapatista autonomous farms. Cups of coﬀee can be
traded for alternative currency, barter,
services, time deposits (as well, as
voluntary money donations). But if
you don’t have much on you, test your
connection to the impartial mesoamerican energy known as Xochipilli.

Patolli was forbbiden in 1521 by
Spanish colonial powers because
it was both a ritual to the god of
Art, Games, Love, Music, Poetry,
and Magical plants, as well as a
powerful way to activate a commons economy based on potlach
and use value, that managed to
escape crown coﬀers taxation.

Community Chest
e oﬀerings done within
Patolli go towards the
Commons and they will
be either randomized or
be available upon request
(it is still being discussed
what the protocol will
be). In any case they will
have use-value if they
are earned as part of the redistribution wealth within Patolli. But
if not, they can be traded by bartering or purchased with Digital
Material Sunﬂowers aer they are subject to price appraisal.

Digital Material Sunﬂower
It is currently used by a few collectives and individuals in New York
City, Mexico City, Cancun, Liverpool, Tijuana, Bogota, Dallas, Tecámac, Tecate, Zagreb, Berlin, Quito,
Pipa, Oaxaca, Wien and globally by
Spacebank clients.
An alternative currency
managed by Spacebank’s
Digital Material Central
Bank, a body that at the moment consists of 20,000 votes
that administer its reserve
basket according to a changing set of goals and targets
that are deﬁned by its invisible stakeholders. e DMS
is the oﬃcial currency of the
Variable Network State.

ere are Access Points, Banks,
Nodes, Money exchanges and
pockets that are independently
owned and are not a part of Spacebank. You can start your own by
getting in contact with Spacebank.
e DMS is a ﬂoating currency,
for more info download ‘Currency
Converter - Money Exchange Rates
for more than 220 currencies!’ widget in for Mac and iPhone.

